Life Science Career Day 2017
Wednesday, May 17, 2017 - Lausanne University Hospital (CHUV)

When

10h15
Opening Ceremony
10h15 - 10h55

Imagine your Future Career as a Jungle Gym, not a Set of Steps!

Marco Rüedi, MD, eMBA, eMMM CEO Axalbion SA / Senior Business Coach, Fondation EPFL

11h00
Symposium 1
11h00 - 12h15

Mythbusters: Is a Career a Matter of Degree and/or Postdoc experience?

Master degree :
Anna Lisa Mascitti, Director, BirdLife
Gilda Giudici, Science Communication, L’Ideatorio

PhD degree :
Yan Agalarov, Senior Analyst, Pricing, Market Access and Commercial Partnerships, Incyte
Postdoc experience
Julie Deouquet, Project Manager, Nestlé Institute of Health Sciences SA
Pt
Stephen Helliwell, Senior Investigator at Novartis Institutes for BioMedical Research

Moderator : Samuel Lagier, Coach, SamSpeaksScience

12h00
Coaching Tools
12h15 - 12h30

Get Ready to Network

Samuel Lagier, Coach, SamSpeaksScience

12h30
Symposium 2
12h30 - 14h30, CHUV Hall

Networking Lunch

A network of professionals from the industry, coaches and alumni will be available to answer your questions and discuss career paths

14h30
Experts talk about Professional Pathways for the Scientist

Curzio Rüegg, Full Professor of Pathology, Clinical Medicine, University of Fribourg
Julia Ardouni, Manager Healthcare and Life Sciences, Michael Page
Natalya Izergina, Consultant, Recruitment and Talent Specialist, Genedata AG
Massimo Nobile, CEO, Swiss Biotech Center
Stephen Fischer, Career Counselor, EPFL

Moderator : Stephen Fischer, Career Counselor, EPFL

15h45
Teaser
15h45 - 15h50

Kick your startup idea to success with Venture Kick!

Patrick Biro, Program Manager, Venture Kick

16h00
Symposium 3
16h00 - 17h15

Careers across the Private Sector, Non-Profit Organisations & Public Administration

Patricia Siwajek, Senior Nutrition, Health & Wellness Expert, Nestlé Research Center
Ivo Schauwecker, Manager Clinical Services, AO Foundation
Cindy Roth, General Consent Unit Manager, Clinical Research Support Platform, CHUV
Susy Wagnières, Project Manager, UNIL

Moderator : Tanja Wranik, Head of Organizational Development & Human Capital Risk Management, Pimetrics

17h15
Closing Ceremony - Ready for your professional future?
Auditorium César-Roux - 17h15

Niko Geldner, Professor & Head of the Doctoral School FBM

For activities starting before 13h00 : announce your presence by 10h15 at the registration desk
For activities starting after 13h00 : announce your presence by 12h45 at the registration desk
Life Science Career Day 2017 – Venue plan

ALUMNI BOOTHS:
Antoniazza Sylvain
Baer Caroline
Bays Emmanuelle
Brandenburg Anna
Castella Grégoire
Chopathar Rahel
Da Costa Sandra
Dynes Nicola
Ecco Gabriela
Fournier Maxime
Gay Noémie
Genton Céline
Giudici Gilda
Gonneau Christèle
Guignard Jérémie
Megali Lea
Neumann Enrique
Neves da Silva Aitana
Perin Martina
Perreaud Jérémie
Rigamonti Nicolo
Roger Aurélien
Salimova Lilia

COMPANY BOOTHS:
ADAS (Association)
Bananeapp
BioAlps
BNF
BSNL
Celgene (Bio-Pharma)
Ferring Pharmaceuticals-Manpower
HBA (Healthcare Businesswomen Association)
HEP
IMS Health/QuintilesIMS
Kelly Services
LSZ YSN
Promega (Bio-Pharma)
SamSpeaksScience
SIB
Skillsporters
SV-Postdocs
Swaap (Association of Pharmaceutical Professionals)
UBC